
Ultra-bright LEDs 

The first and ONLY 
wireless brake and 
turn signal light.   

Award winning and 
praised by industry 
professionals and  

consumers.  

Don’t settle 
for less!   
 



                                                        

 

 
  

 inView® (2019) inView®2 (2024) 
Motorcycle Integrated 

Brake Light 
Yes, inView® illuminates with any 
physical braking 

Yes, inView®2 illuminates with any 
physical braking 

Passive Brake Light Yes, when turned on, inView® senses 
any deceleration and illuminates the 
helmet light and accessory brake light 

Yes, when turned on, inView®2 senses 
any deceleration and illuminates the 
helmet light and accessory brake light 

Accessory Brake Light Yes, illuminates with integrated or 
passive braking to ensure following 
motorists see your deceleration 

Yes, illuminates with integrated or 
passive braking to ensure following 
motorists see your deceleration 

Turn Signal Yes, motorcycle integrated Yes, motorcycle integrated. Helmet unit 
only tap-to-turn™ (Q4 2024) 

Hazzard Lights Yes, motorcycle integrated Yes, motorcycle integrated 
Crash Detection and 

Emergency Dialing 
No Yes (Q4 2024) 

Ultra-bright LEDs Yes Yes, now with Fresnel lens technology for 
nearly 4x brighter illumination  

Helmet Only Mode No Yes (Q4 2024),  
Automatic Pairing Yes, inView® automatically pairs with 

compatible motorcycle units 
Yes, inView®2 automatically pairs with 
compatible motorcycle units 

No Button Operation inView® is fully automatic! There is no 
switch to have to remember to turn on 
before a ride or off after one 

inView® is fully automatic! There is no 
switch to have to remember to turn on 
before a ride or off after one 

Reflective Lens No Yes, DOT-C2 reflective tape behind lens 
to increase visibility when not illuminated 

Long Battery Life Yes, 2-3 months, with easily replaced 
AAA batteries (lithium recommended) 

Yes, 3+ months with easily replaced AA 
batteries (lithium recommended) 

Compatibility All motorcycles (including those with 
Can-Bus) and all helmets 

All motorcycles (including those with 
Can-Bus) and all helmets 

iOS/Android 
Companion App 

Yes, to enable features, update 
firmware and customize performance 

Yes, to enable features, update firmware 
and customize performance 

Retail Price $199.95 $299.95  
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